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EXPERT UNIT 1 (B2)



Activity group(s): 2 Number of exercises: 144



Expert Unit 1a (24 activity (ies) 02:06:51) Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Hello, Malpass Consulting. How can I help you? 2



I'd like to speak to Mr. Svensson in Human Resources, please. Can I talk to Mr. Svensson in Human Resources, please? Could I speak to Mr. Svensson in Human Resources, please?



2



What is it concerning, sir? It's concerning the management convention in New York next week. The management conference in New York next week. My call concerns the management conference in New York next week.



3



2 2



Just one second, I'll put you through.



3



Just one second, I'll put you through. Just one second, I'll put you through.



3 3



Hello. This is Peter Svensson, Human Resources Director. How can I help you? Hello, I'm calling about the management conference next week. Yes, it's concerning the conference at the convention center next week. Could you give me the details of the conference next week?
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O.K.



4



Fine.



4



Of course.



4
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4



What would you like to know about the conference? Could I send a delegation of employees to the conference? I'd like to send a delegation to the conference. A group of my employees would like to attend.



5



Of course. Fine. That's great.



5 5 5



How many employees will attend the conference? 6 6



There will be two executives and one personal assistant. 2 executives and 1 personal assistant will attend the conference. The delegation will be 2 executives and 1 personal assistant.



6



Were they at the conference last year? Yes, they were. They weren't. No, only I was at the conference last year.



7



Good. That's fine. O.K.



7 7 7



No problem. Fine. O.K.



8 8 8



Will they make a presentation to the conference? Yes, an executive would like to present our company. They will not make any presentations. No, they won't make any presentations.



8



6



When will your delegation arrive? They'll arrive in New York next Monday. My delegation will come to New York next Wednesday. Next weekend.



Can I take their names, please? Can I take their names, please? Can I take their names, please?



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. a convention a group a company
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a conference a delegation a business
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2



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. to arrive to put through to present



to come to transfer to introduce



Sentence Pronunciation [11 sentence(s)] I'd like to speak to Mr. Svensson in Human Resources, please. It's concerning the management convention in New York next week. Hello, I'm calling about the management conference next week. Could you give me the details of the conference next week? Could I send a delegation of employees to the conference? I'd like to send a delegation to the conference. The delegation will be 2 executives and 1 personal assistant. No, only I was at the conference last year. Yes, an executive would like to present our company. No, they won't make any presentations. They'll arrive in New York next Monday.



Key grammar explanations [1 grammar point(s)] 1



Past interrogatives
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Sentence Practice [4 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: They were at the conference last year. I was in New York last year.



Was I in New York last year?



You were a Human Resources Director.



Were you a Human Resources Director?



He was at the convention center.



Was he at the convention center?



Past interrogatives



2



Were they at the conference last year?



'To be' and 'to have': preterite



Reformulate as in the example. Example: They were at the conference last year.



Were they at the conference last year?



She was an executive.



Was she an executive?



It was a management convention.



Was it a management convention?



We were at the presentation last week.



Were we at the presentation last week?



Past interrogatives
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'To be' and 'to have': preterite
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3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I send a delegation of employees to the conference.



Could I send a delegation of employees to the conference?



They make a presentation to the conference.



Could they make a presentation to the conference?



You arrive next weekend.



Could you arrive next weekend?



We call about the human resources convention.



Could we call about the human resources convention?



Modal auxiliaries



4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: He sends a delegation of employees to the conference.



Could he send a delegation of employees to the conference?



She gives me details about the convention.



Could she give me details about the convention?



He arrives next Monday.



Could he arrive next Monday?



She makes a presentation.



Could she make a presentation?



Modal auxiliaries



The Right Word with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1



I'll put you through. call need



2



I'll put you through to the Human Resources Director. in by



3



Could you give me the details of the conference next week? How Was Modal auxiliaries
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Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Hello, Malpass Consulting. How can I help you? I'd like to speak to Mr. Svensson in Human Resources, please. Can I talk to Mr. Svensson in Human Resources, please? Could I speak to Mr. Svensson in Human Resources, please? No, they won't make any presentations. Just 3 days and 2 nights. Next weekend. Yes, they were. They weren't.



2



2 2 O.K. Can I take their names, please? Good. That's fine.



What is it concerning, sir? It's concerning the management convention in New York next week. The management conference in New York next week. My call concerns the management conference in New York next week. Yes, it's opposite the library on 45th Street. A single room with a bath, please. You're behind the train station on Lincoln Avenue. They weren't. No, only I was at the conference last year.



3



2



Just one second, I'll put you through.



3



Just one second, I'll put you through. Just one second, I'll put you through.



3 3



That's correct, ma'am. That's fine. Fine, ma'am. That's fine. O.K.



Hello. This is Peter Svensson, Human Resources Director. How can I help you? Hello, I'm calling about the management conference next week. Yes, it's concerning the conference at the convention center next week. Could you give me the details of the conference next week? They will not make any presentations. My plane will land in Boston on April the 2nd. I am going to stay two nights. It's near the shopping mall on Kennedy Drive. Just 3 days and 2 nights.
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O.K.



4



Fine.



4



Of course.



4



Fine.



That's right, ma'am.
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4



What would you like to know about the conference? Could I send a delegation of employees to the conference? I'd like to send a delegation to the conference. A group of my employees would like to attend. Next weekend. It's Mrs. Tina Catona. I am going to stay two nights. I will land at the Boston airport on May the 20th. We are going to stay one night.



5



5 5 5



How many employees will attend the conference? There will be two executives and one personal assistant. 2 executives and 1 personal assistant will attend the conference. The delegation will be 2 executives and 1 personal assistant. A single room with a bath, please. My plane will land in Boston on April the 2nd. I would like to reserve a room, please. You're behind the train station on Lincoln Avenue. Can I talk to Mr. Svensson in Human Resources, please?



6



Of course. Fine. That's great. Can I take their names, please? Thank you, Mrs. Catona. Goodbye.



6 6 6 That's fine. Of course. Fine, ma'am.



Were they at the conference last year? Yes, they were. They weren't. No, only I was at the conference last year. I would like to reserve a room, please. I'd like a double room with a shower. It's near the shopping mall on Kennedy Drive. I will land at the Boston airport on May the 20th. Are there any conference facilities in your hotel?
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Good. That's fine. O.K. Of course. That's fine. That's right, ma'am.



7 7 7



Yes, there are conference facilities here.
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7



Will they make a presentation to the conference? Yes, an executive would like to present our company. They will not make any presentations. No, they won't make any presentations. My name is Mrs. Tina Catona. It's Mrs. Tina Catona. A single room with a bath, please. I am going to stay two nights. I'd like a double room with a shower.



8



No problem. Fine. O.K. Thank you, Mrs. Catona. Goodbye. Thank you, Mrs. Catona. Goodbye. That's fine.



8 8 8



That's fine.



When will your delegation arrive? They'll arrive in New York next Monday. My delegation will come to New York next Wednesday. Next weekend. Yes, it's Mrs. Catona. The delegation will be 2 executives and 1 personal assistant. We would like a suite with Internet access. Yes, it's opposite the library on 45th Street. Could I reserve a room, please?



Can I take their names, please? Can I take their names, please? Can I take their names, please? Thank you, Mrs. Catona. Goodbye.



That's fine. That's correct, ma'am. Of course.



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



[You and your co-worker discuss the meeting.] Hello James, were you at the meeting? 2 2 2



No, I wasn't. I wasn't at the meeting. No, do you think it was useful?



2



I found it very useful. 3 3 3



When will we launch the product? Do you know when we will launch the product? Is the launch date in August?
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3



I think Ken said the launch will take place sometime in August. Why will we launch in August? Who decided on an August launch? O.K., why August though?



4



5 5 5



One of our designers did it. One of our designers did it. Yes, one of our designers did it.



6 6 6



We sure hope it'll be a success. We sure hope it'll be a success. We sure hope it'll be a success.



7 7 7



I think the first drafts look very promising. Do you think it will be a success? Will the camera sell well? Yes, but will it sell?



7



That's a good question! That's a good question! That's a good question!



Do you want to see the draft designs for the camera? Who designed the mini camera? Do you know who designed the camera? Did one of our employees design the camera?



6



4 4 4



He wants to launch as quickly as possible. How will we manage that? Will we finish it on time? Do you think we will finish it on time?



5



It was the CEO's idea. It was the CEO's idea. It was the CEO's idea.



We hope it will sell well in Europe. 8 8 8



Will we advertise in any newspapers? Do we have plans to advertise in any magazines? What will be our advertising strategy?



8



We will put advertisements in several newspapers and magazines. Excellent, whose idea was that? Do you know whose idea that was? Great, who suggested that?
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It was John's suggestion. It was John's suggestion. It was John's suggestion.



9 9 9
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9



That's what the meeting was about. Thanks for your help! I think I understand a bit more now, thanks. O.K., thanks for answering my questions, Brian.



You're welcome! You're welcome! You're welcome!



Sentence Pronunciation [19 sentence(s)] I wasn't at the meeting. No, do you think it was useful? When will we launch the product? Is the launch date in August? Why will we launch in August? Who decided on an August launch? O.K., why August though? How will we manage that? Do you think we will finish it on time? Do you know who designed the camera? Did one of our employees design the camera? Do you think it will be a success? Will the camera sell well? Do we have plans to advertise in any magazines? What will be our advertising strategy? Excellent, whose idea was that? Do you know whose idea that was? Great, who suggested that? I think I understand a bit more now, thanks.



Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



Interrogative words
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2



Direct and indirect questions
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Grammar Practice [4 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: what (you / to see) when (you / to launch)



When do you launch?



why (I / to design)



Why do I design?



what (he / to do)



What does he do?



how (she / to move)



How does she move?



where (we / to work)



Where do we work?



who (they / to want)



Who do they want?



Interrogative words



2



What do you see?



Auxiliaries



Reformulate as in the example. Example: what (you / to see)



What will you see?



when (we / to discuss)



When will we discuss?



how (you / to design)



How will you design?



why (she / to work)



Why will she work?



what (they / to think)



What will they think?



where (I / to be)



Where will I be?



who (he / to meet)



Who will he meet?



Interrogative words
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3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: what (you / to see) when (I / to suggest)



When did I suggest?



why (she / to agree)



Why did she agree?



how (we / to advertise)



How did we advertise?



where (you / to move)



Where did you move?



who (they / to meet)



Who did they meet?



what (he / to understand)



What did he understand?



Interrogative words



4



What did you see?



Auxiliaries



Reformulate as in the example. Example: what (you / to see)



What are you seeing?



when (we / to discuss)



When are we discussing?



why (she / to work)



Why is she working?



how (it/ to going)



How is it going?



where (they / to advertise)



Where are they advertising?



who (I / to suggest)



Who am I suggesting?



what (you / to launch)



What are you launching?



Interrogative words



Sentence Practice [6 exercises] 1



Put the following phrases in the right order. Example: manage / how / will / we / that?



How will we manage that?



idea / whose / that? / was



Whose idea was that?



in August / why / we / will / launch



Why will we launch in August?



advertising strategy? / what / be / will / our



What will be our advertising strategy?



Interrogative words
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2



Put the following phrases in the right order. Example: manage / how / will / we / that?



How will we manage that?



August / launch? / who / on an / decided



Who decided on an August launch?



launch / the product? / when / we / will



When will we launch the product?



on time? / how / finish / will / it / we



How will we finish it on time?



Interrogative words



3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Do you think (we will / will we) finish it on time?



Do you think we will finish it on time?



Do you think (it was / was it) useful?



Do you think it was useful?



Do you know when (we will / will we) launch the product?



Do you know when we will launch the product? Do you know when we'll launch the product?



Do you think (it will / will it) be a success?



Do you think it will be a success? Do you think it'll be a success?



Direct and indirect questions



4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Do you think (we will / will we) finish it on time?



Do you think we will finish it on time?



Does he know (we will / will we) launch the product in August?



Does he know we will launch the product in August? Does he know we'll launch the product in August?



Do they know (we are / are we) hoping for a success?



Do they know we are hoping for a success? Do they know we're hoping for a success?



Do you think (it was / was it) a good idea?



Do you think it was a good idea?



Direct and indirect questions
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5



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Will we finish it on time? (Do you think)



Do you think we will finish it on time?



Will they launch in August? (Do you think)



Do you think they will launch in August? Do you think they'll launch in August?



How will we manage that? (Do you know)



Do you know how we will manage that? Do you know how we'll manage that?



Will it sell well? (Do you think)



Do you think it will sell well? Do you think it'll sell well?



Direct and indirect questions



6



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Will we finish it on time? (Do you think)



Do you think we will finish it on time?



Was it the CEO's idea? (Do you think)



Do you think it was the CEO's idea?



Will it sell well in Europe? (Do you think)



Do you think it will sell well in Europe? Do you think it'll sell well in Europe?



When will we advertise? (Do you know)



Do you know when we will advertise? Do you know when we'll advertise?



Direct and indirect questions



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1 newspapers cameras questions suggestions designers
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2 magazines questions cameras suggestions designers



3 advertisements designers cameras products meetings



The Right Word with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1



How will we manage that? Who Which What Interrogative words



2



Do you think it will be a success? Have How When Direct and indirect questions



3



Will we advertise in any newspapers? design hope suggest



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. to suggest to finish to advertise
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to propose to complete to publicize
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Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



'There is' - 'There are'



2



Dates
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3



Percentages



Word Pronunciation [5 word(s)] piece of furniture screen plant outlet old-fashioned



Word Order with speech recognition [6 exercises] 1



there are plenty of reasonably priced hotels in there are plenty of reasonably priced hotels in New York. Addresses and phone numbers



2



you can't you can't get



The prepositions 'in' and 'at'



get anything decent for anything decent for less than
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New York.



less than two hundred two hundred a night.



a



night.
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3



I can even arrange I can even arrange a little The place of 'even'



a little sightseeing sightseeing for you. 'A little' - 'A bit'



for



you.



'Little' - 'A little' - 'Much'



4



I'll fax the details to you this afternoon. I'll fax the details to you this afternoon.



5



The airports will be packed because of the school The airports will be packed because of the school vacation



6



I just need your I just need your flight



flight number and arrival number and arrival time



vacation



time.



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



[You and your co-worker discuss the meeting.] Hello James, were you at the meeting? No, I wasn't. I wasn't at the meeting. No, do you think it was useful? Altogether $560, then. Do you accept traveler's checks? B-A-L-L. Yes, but will it sell? I'll return it at 2 p.m. on the 30th of October.



2



2 2 2 Correct! Sure, I'll fax the garage now. We sure hope it'll be a success. O.K.



I found it very useful. When will we launch the product? Do you know when we will launch the product? Is the launch date in August? $77 on top, that's a lot! Friday the 16th of October. Yes, I'd like to rent an economy car. Fine, $77 extra, that's O.K. For 2 weeks if possible.
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3 3 3 I'm afraid so!



No problem.
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3



I think Ken said the launch will take place sometime in August. Why will we launch in August? Who decided on an August launch? O.K., why August though? L-E-E. I'd like the car on October 16th. I'd like the car for 14 days. That makes $560. We'll drive about 1,000 miles in total, I think.



4



No problem. Correct!



That's a good question! That's a good question! That's a good question!



5 5 5



O.K., I'll fax the garage now.



Do you want to see the draft designs for the camera? Who designed the mini camera? Do you know who designed the camera? Did one of our employees design the camera? Friday the 16th of October. $77 on top, that's a lot! Just a 14 day rental period. Around noon on October 30th. I'd like to pay by credit card.



6



4 4 4



He wants to launch as quickly as possible. How will we manage that? Will we finish it on time? Do you think we will finish it on time? Yes, I'd like to rent an economy car. 3:00 in the afternoon. I'd like to pay by credit card. Probably around 300 miles. Can I rent a luxury car?



5



It was the CEO's idea. It was the CEO's idea. It was the CEO's idea.



One of our designers did it. One of our designers did it. Yes, one of our designers did it.



6 6 6



I'm afraid so! No problem. O.K. O.K., I'll fax the garage now.



I think the first drafts look very promising. Do you think it will be a success? Will the camera sell well? Yes, but will it sell? Can I pay for the reservation by check? Approximately 70 miles a day. On Wednesday the 16th of October. Friday the 16th of October. $77 on top, that's a lot!
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We sure hope it'll be a success. We sure hope it'll be a success. We sure hope it'll be a success. O.K., I'll fax the garage now.



I'm afraid so!
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7 7 7



7



We hope it will sell well in Europe. Will we advertise in any newspapers? Do we have plans to advertise in any magazines? What will be our advertising strategy? Around noon on October 30th. Probably around 300 miles. An extra $77 for insurance. $77 on top, that's a lot! Just a 14 day rental period.



8



O.K. That's right. I'm afraid so! No problem.



We will put advertisements in several newspapers and magazines. Excellent, whose idea was that? Do you know whose idea that was? Great, who suggested that? At about 1:00 p.m. Probably around 300 miles. Altogether $560, then. Can I pay for the reservation by check? 3:00 in the afternoon.



9



8 8 8



It was John's suggestion. It was John's suggestion. It was John's suggestion.



9 9 9



Correct! O.K., I'll fax the garage now.



That's what the meeting was about. Thanks for your help! I think I understand a bit more now, thanks. O.K., thanks for answering my questions, Brian. An extra $77 for insurance. Probably around 300 miles. B-A-L-L. F-O-X. L-E-E.



You're welcome! You're welcome! You're welcome! That's right.



Mystery Phrase [15 exercises] 1



An arrangement to meet or see somebody at a particular time. appointment



2



A product on sale at a reduced price. special offer



3



To fail to reach or meet. miss
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4



A magazine connected with a particular business or industry. trade journal



5



To connect by telephone. transfer



6



Section of a company that is in charge of foreign sales. export department



7



To make a casual visit. drop by



8



Large gathering of sales representatives. trade show



9



A directory of products. catalog



10



Between now and then. in the meantime



11



Precise information. details



12



A city located on Lake Michigan. Chicago



13



Currently occupied, unavailable. busy



14



A book detailing meetings and appointments. schedule



15



Opposite of early; past a particular time. late
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Text Transformation [1 exercises] 1



Rewrite the text using the appropriate tense and mood. By the time the sales manager phoned the marketing director, he (to leave) on urgent business. By the time she was put through to an assistant, all her colleagues (to go) home for the evening. In fact, no one (to answer) the questions which she (to prepare). By the time she hung up the phone, she (to start) to feel that she (to waste) her time for nothing. By the time the sales manager phoned the marketing director, he had left on urgent business. By the time she was put through to an assistant, all her colleagues had gone home for the evening. In fact, no one had answered the questions which she had prepared. By the time she hung up the phone, she had started to feel that she had wasted her time for nothing. Past perfect



Cultural Texts [2 cultural text(s)] 1



Thanksgiving November / Thanksgiving / turkey with cranberry sauce / pumpkin pie / Pilgrims / New World / set sail / Mayflower / Plymouth / American Indian



Thanksgiving dinner Every year, on the fourth Thursday of November, Americans celebrate Thanksgiving. On this public holiday, families eat turkey with cranberry sauce, followed by pumpkin pie. This tradition comes from the first settlers in America. In 1609, a group called the 'Pilgrims' left England where they were being persecuted for their religious beliefs. Their first stop was Holland, but they later decided to move to the New World. In 1620, the Pilgrims set sail on the 'Mayflower' ship. Upon arriving in present-day Massachusetts, they named their new settlement Plymouth. Here, the Pilgrims' first winter was extremely difficult. They had not yet made contact with the Natives. However, in 1621, an American Indian entered the Plymouth settlement and welcomed the Pilgrims. He even taught them how to farm the land. After a successful October harvest, the Pilgrim governor declared a day of Thanksgiving. No one knows what was served at the first Thanksgiving, but nowadays, Americans remember their origins over a turkey dinner!
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2



County and State Fairs real taste / State Fair / agricultural / County Fair / competitions / blue ribbon / pie-eating contest / campsites / fairground attractions



A Jell-o-eating contest If you want a real taste of America, why not try a County or a State Fair? These fairs often last several days, and they are mostly agricultural. They are an opportunity for people from the city to see country life. It is also a chance for rural communities to get together and celebrate. If you go to a County Fair, you can see lots of competitions. There are competitions for the best flower, best vegetable, or even the biggest vegetable. The winner gets a blue ribbon, and of course, their photo in the local newspaper. Other kinds of competitions include the pie-eating contest, where the winner is the person who eats the most pie. State Fairs are often a lot bigger than County Fairs. People come from all over the state and stay at campsites. There are fairground attractions, concerts, and let's not forget the competitions! County and State Fairs are typical American events that are lots of fun!



Riddles [6 exercises] 1



What country did the Pilgrims originally come from? England Hints: They left this country because they were being persecuted for their religious beliefs. They left for America in a ship called the 'Mayflower.' They were the first settlers in America. Cultural text: Thanksgiving (Traditions )



2



Name the town where the Pilgrims settled. Plymouth Hints: They arrived here on the 'Mayflower' ship. It is also the name of the town where they left from in southwest England. It is found in present-day Massachusetts. Cultural text: Thanksgiving (Traditions )
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3



A person of which origin entered the Pilgrim settlement in 1621? Native American Hints: This person welcomed the Pilgrims. This person taught the Pilgrims how to farm the land. People of this origin are natives of the area. Cultural text: Thanksgiving (Traditions )



4



What is very common at County Fairs? Competitions Hints: The best flower could win one of these. The best vegetable could win one of these. The winner of this receives a blue ribbon. Cultural text: County and State Fairs (Traditions )



5



Name a traditional competition at a County Fair. A pie-eating contest Hints: You have to eat food to win this competition. You have to eat lots of pies to be the winner. This competition begins with 'P.' Cultural text: County and State Fairs (Traditions )



6



What kind of fair is bigger than a County Fair? State Fair Hints: You can find fairground attractions at this kind of fair. You will also find concerts at this kind of fair. This kind of fair begins with 'S.' Cultural text: County and State Fairs (Traditions )
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Expert Unit 1b (18 activity (ies) 02:24:49) Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



You are organizing a two-day seminar in Washington on industrial equipment. You have just arrived in town and you phone the Hilton Hotel to book your room. "Good morning, Hilton Hotel. May I help you?" 2 2 3



I would like to reserve a room. Do you have any rooms free? I would like some information.



2



For how many people? One. Two, my wife and I. Two.



3



What sort of information would you like? Do you have any rooms left? I would like to reserve a room. Where is your hotel?



4



4 4 4



Yes, of course.



2 2 5



402 Sixth Avenue.



For how long? One week. Five nights. I'm not exactly sure.



5



Would you like me to reserve a room for you? Yes, my name's Smith. Yes, please. Under the name Smith. Yes, for two.



6



6 6 6



Okay.



2 2 4



All the rooms have a bathroom. We only have luxury suites. No problem.



7 7 7



Do you have any preference? A room with a bathroom. A small suite. A view of the park.
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7



Smoking or non-smoking floor? Smoking. Non-smoking. It doesn't matter.



8



You take a taxi to the hotel. The driver asks you: "Where are you going?" Hilton Hotel. 402 Sixth Avenue.



9



Who is in charge of organizing seminars?



Yes, I have your reservation. I see it here. Oh yes, you're Mr. Smith.



10 10 10



See Mr. Warcock in the last office on your right. See Mr. Warcock in the last office on your right.



12 11 11



You go straightaway to meet Mr. Warcock: "May I help you?" I need to organize a seminar. I'm from Oxford Systems. My company just called you.



12



9 9



Room 405, is there anything else you'd like? No, thank you. I need to organize a seminar.



11



It's on Sixth Avenue. Ah, the Hilton.



You finally arrive at the hotel and walk up to the Reception Desk. I've just reserved a room. You have a reservation for me. I booked a room this morning.



10



8 8 8



Fine.



Oh, you're here for the seminar. Oh, you're here for the seminar.



14 14 14



By the way, your company just called. Would you like to call them back? Where can I find a telephone? Okay. Yes, it's about a seminar.
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That's all right, I'll dial it for you. See Mr. Warcock in the last office on your right.
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13 13 11



13



Your company gives you the latest details concerning your seminar. "How are you getting on with the planning?" I've just arrived. I've just started this minute. I'm working on it now.



14



Oh, you arrived later than expected. Better get moving!



How many participants will there be at your seminar? 10. About 20. 28.



15



15 15 15



Which dates? Thursday and Friday of next week. The 26th and 27th of this month. Starting in two weeks.



16



16 16 16



What kind of services do you want? 17 17 17



Only meals. Full service. Meals and coffee breaks.



17



Do you need any special equipment? An overhead projector. A TV and a video. A blackboard. A computer.



18



11 11 11



There is one in the room. Fine, I'll write it down. There is one in the room.



19 19 19 18



What kind of computer? 19 19 19



With a color screen, please. A powerful one. Any model will do.
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19



How would you like to pay? By credit card. By check. You can bill my company.



20



We should have their address.



Is there anything else? Yes, we need a hostess. That's all for the moment. No, thank you.



Fine, I'll take care of that.



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [8 exercises] 1 a seminar a wedding a cooking class a gym class a banquet a slumber party



2 industrial equipment cement truck tractor ladder screwdriver hammer



3 an overhead projector a movie a slide a board an agenda a lamp shade
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20 20 20



4 a TV a computer a sound system a VCR a photocopier a fax machine



5 a blackboard a screen a transparency a monitor a photocopier a desk



6 a computer a printer a VCR a camera a TV a modem



7 a credit card a savings account a bank statement a document a bill a coin



8 a check a receipt a bank note a leaflet an itinerary a program
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Words and Functions [2 exercises] 1



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. Ms. Thistle has been the head marketing manager at A&C Electronics for nearly two years now. The CEO appreciates her work, so he has asked her to run the upcoming seminar. She is thrilled to be in charge. For the past two months, she has been getting ready for it. She has been preparing brochures. She has written her opening speech and has been practicing it in front of the mirror. She has been making sure that everything is on schedule. She has prepared everything she needs already, even though there is a month left until the seminar. Present perfect has been has asked Present indicative is is appreciates



has written



needs



has prepared



is



Present perfect continuous has been preparing has been getting ready



2



has been practicing



has been making sure



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. My company is organizing a seminar. They have called it 'Privacy and the Internet.' Our customers use the Internet. Therefore, people must trust our product. We are holding this seminar to explain why Internet data privacy is important. We also want to spread the word that our product is reliable. Subject My company



They



Our customers



Verbal group have called use is organizing want to spread the word is Direct object it a seminar



the Internet
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people



must trust



our product



We



Internet data privacy



are holding



to explain



We



our product



is



this seminar
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Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



The perfect conditional



2



Infinitive clauses
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3



'To be left' - 'To have left'
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Grammar Practice [1 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: you (go)



you would have gone



I (do)



I would have done I'd have done



we (see)



we would have seen we'd have seen



they (like)



they would have liked they'd have like



you (reserve)



you would have reserved you'd have reserved



he (arrive)



he would have arrived he'd have arrived



she (organize)



she would have organized she'd have organized



The perfect conditional



Auxiliaries



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



You are organizing a two-day seminar in Washington on industrial equipment. You have just arrived in town and you phone the Hilton Hotel to book your room. "Good morning, Hilton Hotel. May I help you?" I would like to reserve a room. Do you have any rooms free? I would like some information. Thursday and Friday of next week. I'm going to start the first session. Send somebody to help them. I'm a consultant. Once every three months.



2



2 2 3



That's a good job. That can't be easy.



For how many people? One. Two, my wife and I. Two. Are they late? We all work very well together. Not for the moment. The 26th and 27th of this month. I've just started this minute.
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3



What sort of information would you like? Do you have any rooms left? Where is your hotel? I would like to reserve a room. We all work very well together. Any model will do. Depends on the day. I'm a systems engineer. Hilton Hotel.



4



Yes, of course. 402 Sixth Avenue.



2 5



It's on Sixth Avenue.



For how long? 6 6 6



One week. Five nights. I'm not exactly sure. Okay. In Philadelphia. It's not very professional. Any model will do. We'll delay a little.



5



Would you like me to reserve a room for you? Yes, my name's Smith. Yes, please. Under the name Smith. Yes, for two. An overhead projector. Only meals. Have they cancelled? I'm working on it now. Yes, there's a good working atmosphere.



6



2 2



Okay. There is one in the room. It seems so. Better get moving!



Do you have any preference? A room with a bathroom. A small suite. A view of the park. I learn quickly. Do you have any rooms left? By credit card. It's not very professional. A computer.
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All the rooms have a bathroom. We only have luxury suites. No problem. You've done well! Yes, of course.
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7 7 7



7



Smoking or non-smoking floor? Smoking. Non-smoking. It doesn't matter. Do you have any rooms left? Do you have any rooms free? Not really. A TV and a video. I need to organize a seminar.



8



Fine, I'll write it down.



It's on Sixth Avenue. Ah, the Hilton.



9 9



We should have their address.



The army is a big market.



You finally arrive at the hotel and walk up to the Reception Desk. I've just reserved a room. You have a reservation for me. I booked a room this morning. Where is your hotel? Only meals. About 20. I'm working on it now. 10.



10



Yes, of course.



You take a taxi to the hotel. The driver asks you: "Where are you going?" Hilton Hotel. 402 Sixth Avenue. By credit card. You can bill my company. 28. No, the others are already waiting. Foreign governments, the army.



9



8 8 8



Fine.



Yes, I have your reservation. I see it here. Oh yes, you're Mr. Smith. 402 Sixth Avenue.



10 10



Better get moving!



Room 405, is there anything else you'd like? No, thank you. I need to organize a seminar. Who is in charge of organizing seminars? Thursday and Friday of next week. About 20. For a very long time. Two, my wife and I. Industry.
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12 See Mr. Warcock in the last office on your right. See Mr. Warcock in the last office on your right.



So long that you've forgotten.
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11



You go straightaway to meet Mr. Warcock: "May I help you?" I'm from Oxford Systems. I need to organize a seminar. My company just called you. By check. I'm going to start the first session. In San Francisco. A powerful one. A computer.



12



Oh, you're here for the seminar.



14



Oh, you're here for the seminar.



By the way, your company just called. Would you like to call them back? Where can I find a telephone? Okay. Yes, it's about a seminar.



That's all right, I'll dial it for you.



13



See Mr. Warcock in the last office on your right.



Any model will do. I'm a technical salesman. Full service. One week. That's all for the moment.



13



Your company gives you the latest details concerning your seminar. "How are you getting on with the planning?" I've just arrived. I've just started this minute. I'm working on it now. I learn quickly. 402 Sixth Avenue. Meals and coffee breaks. Do you have any rooms left? Yes, please. Under the name Smith.



14



Oh, you arrived later than expected.



11 11



Better get moving! You've done well! Ah, the Hilton. Yes, of course. Okay.



How many participants will there be at your seminar? 10. About 20. 28. I would like to reserve a room. We all work very well together. Have they cancelled? By check. Five nights.
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It seems so.
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15



Which dates? Thursday and Friday of next week. The 26th and 27th of this month. Starting in two weeks. You have a reservation for me. I'm a technical salesman. Not for the moment. I would like some information. We all work very well together.



16



I see it here.



What kind of services do you want? Only meals. Full service. Meals and coffee breaks. I'm a consultant. Yes, it's about a seminar. Hilton Hotel. We'll delay a little. For two years.



17



16 16



17 17 That's a good job. See Mr. Warcock in the last office on your right. It's on Sixth Avenue.



Do you need any special equipment? An overhead projector. A TV and a video. A blackboard. A computer. I need to organize a seminar. I'm going to start the first session. Who is in charge of organizing seminars?



There is one in the room. Fine, I'll write it down. There is one in the room.



19 19



See Mr. Warcock in the last office on your right. See Mr. Warcock in the last office on your right.



I'm a technical salesman. I would like to reserve a room.
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18



What kind of computer? With a color screen, please. A powerful one. Any model will do. Hilton Hotel. Five nights. A view of the park. Yes, please. Under the name Smith. Yes, for two.



19



It's on Sixth Avenue. No problem. Okay.



How would you like to pay? By credit card. By check. You can bill my company. A small suite. I've just arrived. I would like to reserve a room. Non-smoking. No, I'm going to Wisconsin.



20



19 19



20 20 We should have their address. We only have luxury suites. Oh, you arrived later than expected. Fine. For work, I suppose.



Is there anything else? Yes, we need a hostess. That's all for the moment. No, thank you. You have a reservation for me. Where is your hotel? Only meals. One week. It's not difficult.
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I see it here. 402 Sixth Avenue.
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Key grammar explanations [4 grammar point(s)] 1



'Also' - 'As well' - 'Too'



2



'Little' - 'A little' - 'Much'
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3



American money
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4



'Quite' - 'Quite a few'



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Hello, Mr. Boardman. I'll transfer you to our sales assistant. 2 2 2



Hello, can I help you? Hello, Sales Department. Good afternoon, Sales Department.



2



Hello, this is Phil Boardman calling from Japan. I'm coming to New York next week, and I was told that you could help me with travel arrangements and accommodations. 3 3 4



Yes, of course. I'll do all I can. We're here to help, Mr. Boardman. I'm afraid I don't know anything about this.



3



I'll be in New York from July 4th to the 10th, so my first priority is to find a good hotel within easy reach of your office. Any suggestions? It really depends on how much you want to pay. It's a matter of how much you want to spend. There aren't any good hotels around here.



4



5 5 7



What? Mr.Thomson, your sales manager, assured me that he'd tell you about my trip to New York so that you could help me with my itinerary. Well, he must have forgotten. When will you be here? It must have slipped his mind. When are you coming? That's typical of him! Well, when do you arrive and what can I help you with?
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5



I'm not really sure. Could I get something decent for, say, $100 a night? 6



I doubt it. Two hundred dollars would be more realistic. No, you're looking at around two hundred dollars. Perhaps, but it'd be very basic.



6



6 8



O.K. So if we say around $200 a night, what would you recommend? 10 10 10



I think the Johnson would be your best bet. If I were you, I'd go for the Marrion. The Central Hotel should fit the bill.



7



What if I stayed in a hotel near the airport? 9 9 9



The subway takes at least an hour. The roads into the city are very congested. Staying near the airport could be very noisy.



8



I'd need at least a fax machine in my room, and email access. 6 6



In that case, we're talking two hundred dollars a night. Then you'd be looking at spending around two hundred dollars. You won't get that for less than two hundred dollars.



9



6



Yes, that's a good point. So I really need something in the city that is not too far from you. What would you recommend? 10 10 10



I think the Johnson would be your best bet. If I were you, I'd go for the Marrion. The Central Hotel should fit the bill.



10



O.K., that sounds fine. I'll let you make the reservations. Also, I hope to do some sightseeing while I'm there. Is there a city tour that you can recommend? We always use a company called "See New York". "See New York" is a reliable tour company. If you like, I can show you around the city myself.
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11



I'd also like to get out of New York for a day and go to Atlantic City or the Catskill Mountains. Is there any way of working that into my schedule? Atlantic City is only a few hours away. You can be in the Catskills in less than 2 hours. They're both within easy reach of New York.



12



That's very kind of you, but I really don't want to be any trouble. You must have better things to do than take tourists around New York City. No, really. It would be a pleasure. No, I enjoy it. It's my hometown. It'd be a pleasant change from the office routine.



13



13 13 13



Well, that sounds great. Perhaps I can thank you by taking you out to dinner. That's very kind of you. That sounds wonderful!



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



'So that' + 'may' or 'can'
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2



'I am told'



3



Near certainty in the past



Grammar Practice [1 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Irish



Ireland



Italian



Italy



Turkish



Turkey



Algerian



Algeria



Nouns and adjectives of nationality
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Text Transformation [1 exercises] 1



Rewrite the text using the appropriate tense and mood. What company is this man representing, I (to wonder)? I think I'll wait here (to find out). However, I would have preferred (to not wait). It (to seem) that this man is being congratulated for (to organize) the seminar. I bet he was expected (to work) very hard to prepare for it. I would be interested (to know) more about the speaker's company. What company is this man representing, I wonder? I think I'll wait here to find out. However, I would have preferred not to wait. It seems that this man is being congratulated for organizing the seminar. I bet he was expected to work very hard to prepare for it. I would be interested to know more about the speaker's company. Demonstratives



Infinitive clauses



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [7 exercises] 1 a hotel an airport a police station a laundromat a campsite



2 the subway a ferry a bus a jet a taxi a boat



3 congested clear strong thick full bright
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4 the mountains the beach the forest the plains the ocean the desert



5 a fax machine a modem a laptop a calculator a diary a scanner



6 a tourist a curator a policeman a security guard a fireman a mayor



7 a dinner a breakfast a snack a picnic a midnight snack



The Right Word with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1



The Paris subway is called the 'Metro'. pigeon taxi bread tramway bus system



2



It fits the bill means you've found something that's just right. Flight information A city tour Couldn't get worse Arrival time Rave reviews
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3



The office routine is also called the “9 to 5”. Getting away for the weekend Cleaning the car Housework Forty winks An all-night party



4



Congested roads cause traffic jams. Dual highways Private lanes Empty streets Trolley cars Pedestrians Use of the past participle as an adjective



5



Accommodations means a place you stay at when away from home. Rave reviews Congested roads Flight information Entertainment Itinerary



Dictation [3 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5



I'm coming to New York for a few days next week. I was hoping to stay in a hotel near the airport. The roads are very congested around there, and it could be very noisy. I can find you a decent hotel within easy reach of our office. I'll also see about reserving a seat for you at the opera. I hope you like Tosca. 'For' - 'Since' - 'Ago' 'Few' - 'A few' - 'Many' 'Next' - 'The next' Absolute superlative 'Here' - 'There' 'Within' - 'Within . . . of' The prepositions 'in' and 'at' Verbs without a continuous form



2



1 2 3 4 5



Your sales manager assured me that he'd tell you about my trip to New York. It must have slipped his mind. Tell me what your requirements are. I want a decent hotel, with a fax machine in my room and email access. In that case, I think we're looking at two hundred dollars a night. The Central Hotel should fit the bill. 'That' and dependent clauses Near certainty in the past Modal auxiliaries Verbs without a continuous form The prepositions 'in' and 'at' 'Should' and 'Ought to': probability



3



1 2 3 4 5



'Which' - 'What'



I'm looking for something in the city, not too far from you. If I were you, I'd go to the Johnson. It's probably your best bet. That's settled then. I'd also like to do some sightseeing while I'm there. If you like, I could take you around New York and show you the best places. That's very kind of you, but I don't want to be any trouble. Sequence of tenses with 'if' The past subjunctive Verbs without a continuous form
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Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Hello, Mr. Boardman. I'll transfer you to our sales assistant. Hello, can I help you? Hello, Sales Department. Good afternoon, Sales Department.



2



2 2 2



Hello, this is Phil Boardman calling from Japan. I'm coming to New York next week, and I was told that you could help me with travel arrangements and accommodations. Yes, of course. I'll do all I can. We're here to help, Mr. Boardman. I'm afraid I don't know anything about this.



3



3 3 4



I'll be in New York from July 4th to the 10th, so my first priority is to find a good hotel within easy reach of your office. Any suggestions? It really depends on how much you want to pay. It's a matter of how much you want to spend. There aren't any good hotels around here.



4



5 5 7



What? Mr.Thomson, your sales manager, assured me that he'd tell you about my trip to New York so that you could help me with my itinerary. Well, he must have forgotten. When will you be here? It must have slipped his mind. When are you coming? That's typical of him! Well, when do you arrive and what can I help you with?



5



3 3 3



I'm not really sure. Could I get something decent for, say, $100 a night? 6



I doubt it. Two hundred dollars would be more realistic. No, you're looking at around two hundred dollars. Perhaps, but it'd be very basic.
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6



O.K. So if we say around $200 a night, what would you recommend? 10 10 10



I think the Johnson would be your best bet. If I were you, I'd go for the Marrion. The Central Hotel should fit the bill.



7



What if I stayed in a hotel near the airport? The subway takes at least an hour. The roads into the city are very congested. Staying near the airport could be very noisy.



8



9 9 9



I'd need at least a fax machine in my room, and email access. In that case, we're talking two hundred dollars a night. Then you'd be looking at spending around two hundred dollars. You won't get that for less than two hundred dollars.



9



6 6 6



Yes, that's a good point. So I really need something in the city that is not too far from you. What would you recommend? 10 10 10



I think the Johnson would be your best bet. If I were you, I'd go for the Marrion. The Central Hotel should fit the bill.



10



O.K., that sounds fine. I'll let you make the reservations. Also, I hope to do some sightseeing while I'm there. Is there a city tour that you can recommend? 11 11 12



We always use a company called "See New York". "See New York" is a reliable tour company. If you like, I can show you around the city myself.



11



I'd also like to get out of New York for a day and go to Atlantic City or the Catskill Mountains. Is there any way of working that into my schedule? Atlantic City is only a few hours away. You can be in the Catskills in less than 2 hours. They're both within easy reach of New York.
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12



That's very kind of you, but I really don't want to be any trouble. You must have better things to do than take tourists around New York City. No, really. It would be a pleasure. No, I enjoy it. It's my hometown. It'd be a pleasant change from the office routine.



13



13 13 13



Well, that sounds great. Perhaps I can thank you by taking you out to dinner. That's very kind of you. That sounds wonderful!



Video and Questions [1 exercises] In all large international companies it's quite common to receive visits from foreign sales representatives. Our company organizes their stay from A to Z. We make the reservations with the airlines who then send the tickets directly to the passengers. All they've got to do then is make their way to the airport. We always try to work with reputable airlines. That way, the reps arrive satisfied and fresh, despite the time difference. As business trips never last long, travelers don't get burdened with several suitcases... Unless they've decided to take advantage of the journey to stay on for a few more days! Today, one of our employees is going to the airport to meet a foreign client. He accompanies him to his hotel, which is just a stone's throw away from our company. That way, the client will avoid the traffic jams the following morning and any connection problems on public transportation. Of course, he has access to all the company's facilities: a PC, a photocopier, a printer, a telephone with voice mail, and a fax machine. This lets him stay in touch with his family. The following day, discussions get under way first thing in the morning. First of all the client listens to our plans and proposals before speaking himself. He shows us a few diagrams and some pie charts which set out the financial breakdown. When the figures are excellent, the demonstration is all the easier! The client's proposals are worth thinking about, so our sales department studies them in detail. Then the legal department takes care of drawing up the terms of a new contract. That evening, the director invites the client to a restaurant, then takes him to a ballet, if that suits him. Although the atmosphere is more relaxed, both of them are thinking about the same thing: the terms of the new contract! The following morning, at breakfast, everybody's already engrossed in the documents. The client checks the details of the contract and, one last time, contacts his company by electronic mail. Once the terms of the contract are accepted, everybody meets to sign it. A bottle of champagne is immediately uncorked! You must always stay confident, even when the situation seems to be at a deadlock. Now the client can make the most of what's left of his time to visit the city. One of our secretaries has arranged his itinerary for tomorrow: a guided tour in the morning, followed by an afternoon shopping, so that he can get some souvenirs for his family! The day ends in a superb restaurant, with the director and a few employees, where the contract is properly celebrated!
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1



Large international companies... often have foreign visitors. sometimes have foreign visitors. never have foreign visitors. always have foreign visitors. seldom have foreign visitors. infrequently have foreign visitors.



2



What does the company organize? Everything A few things Flights Transport to the airport Little to nothing Some big things and some small things



3



Which kind of airlines does the company work with? Good airlines Expensive airlines Cheap airlines New airlines Bad airlines Old airlines



4



Which of these statements is untrue? Travelers have a lot of luggage. Travelers have little luggage. Sales reps arrive fresh. Travelers fly with good airlines. Travelers have scant luggage. Travelers have a miniscule amount of luggage.



5



Why do clients avoid traffic jams? The hotel is very close to the company. The hotel is inside the company. They fly to the company. They leave early to avoid them. The traffic jams are only for the people. The traffic jams are reorganized around business.
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6



The company's facilities help clients to... contact their families. arrive fresh. leave early for the airport. wake up early. wake up late. get things done in a professional manner.



7



What happens first thing in the morning? Discussions start Discussions finish The clients go home The clients talk to their families Usually coffee Sometimes tea



8



What is meant by 'if it suits him'? If he wants to If he looks good If he wears a suit If he brings a suitcase If he doesn't want to



9



At breakfast... everyone is concentrating on the documents. everyone has two copies of each document. everyone is ignoring the documents. everyone has had enough of the documents. is eating hot cereal. is eating cold cereal.



10



What has the secretary arranged? The client's schedule Shopping in the morning Champagne to be delivered A guided tour in the evening A cocktail party A golf game
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des documents recommandant
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EXPERT UNIT 3 (B2) 

1. [You meet a saleswoman to discuss computers.] Do you like these new German computers? German computers ..... Yes, the instruction manual must be ready before April. I know. 4 ...... If you order online, we will install a free DVD player.
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EXPERT UNIT 7 (B2) 

Then you call the first name on the list. "DENTON Company, good morning." I'd like to talk with the person in charge of purchases. That's Mr. Lee; I will put you ...
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EXPERT UNIT 4 (B2) 

Expert Unit 4a (21 activity (ies) 02:14:04). Keywords [17 ... You have just started working for Andrew & Co. in Boston where you are in charge of a new product. What will .... (the trade papers). The trade papers gave the product high marks. Use of t
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expert unit 5 (b2) 

fast slow. 2 a meeting a lunch break an annual fee a phone bill a good rate ..... Sometimes when I'm downloading programs. 5. 5 ...... trigger off a third world war!
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expert unit 6 (b2) 

400,360 eight hundred thousand, nine hundred and eleven. 800,911 ..... change the villas' surnames. 8. What is meant by 'amendments'?. Changes. Spelling ...
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EXPERT UNIT 2 (B2) 

What do you do? I'm a consultant. That's a good job. 9. I'm a systems engineer. 9. I'm a technical salesman. 9. 9. How long have you been with this company?
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intermediate unit 1 (b2) 

My name is Peter Green. Nice to meet .... I'm afraid he's been called away on urgent business. 4. He should ..... seems that every task in this company is urgent!
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EXPERT UNIT 1 (B3) 

This is Peter Svensson, Human Resources Director. How can I ... They will not make any presentations. Fine. 8 ... The delegation will be 2 executives and 1 personal assistant. ..... pie-eating contest / campsites / fairground attractions. If you ...
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EXPERT UNIT 1 (B1) 

Hello, Malpass Consulting. How can I help ... What would you like to know about the conference? ... Could you give me the details of the conference next week?
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BEGINNER UNIT 5 (B2) 

I'm answering your stupid questions! 13 ... Word Pronunciation - body parts [21 word(s)] leg .... Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises]. 1.
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 7 (B2) 

Would you give me your company name and address? 6. Can I have your company name and address? 6. 4. The name is Boardman. I'm sorry, can you repeat ...
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BEGINNER UNIT 3 (B2) 

Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. ... beach in the afternoon, and then go dancing at night. The best ...... leave your dog in a kennel. 8.
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 2 (B2) 

What's the weather going to be like this weekend? 3. Do you ... Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. ... Why don't you go canoeing next weekend? ...... that song. Regular superlatives. Relative pronouns and adverbs. 3 a dog.
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BEGINNER UNIT 7 (B2) 

In the living room. 3 ..... 16 A rise in body temperature above the normal level. fever ..... It's well known that only dogs would play and fight for a piece of wood.
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ADVANCED UNIT 6 (B2) 

accommodation building cheesecake diner driver's license friendly to get lost hostel monument museum neighborhood rest room sightseeing skyscraper snack.
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ADVANCED UNIT 5 (B2) 

Yes, what can I do for you, Wendy? 3. We will .... Sorry? 2. Excuse me, I didn't understand. 2. Would you repeat, please? 2. 2 ... I'm sorry, I don't understand. 3.
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 5 (B2) 

New York is a great place to mix business and pleasure. 4. Well, I hope it ... I didn't realize you rented out cars. Oh, yes! But under our subsidiary's name. 9. 8.
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intermediate unit 4 (b2) 

I'm ordering ice cream for the kids. Who are you ordering ice cream for? We should ...... General Motors continue to dominate the market. Riddles [6 exercises]. 1.
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advanced unit 4 (b2) 

Advanced Unit 4a (18 activity (ies) 01:57:58) ..... America had recovered from economic crisis, but the Depression served as a lesson to future .... Page 24/47 ...
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ADVANCED UNIT 7 (B2) 

carry along. Dialogue: ...... take a vacation ..... Yellowstone was declared the world's first national park in 1872. ... These geysers are evidence of volcanic activity.
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 6 (B2) 

2. 2. We're having a few problems with one of the networks you installed for us. What seems to ... Several hospitals use our equipment without any problems. 4. 4 .... quite large quite tall ...... Well, I'd say around ten thousand dollars. .... The o
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intermediate unit 3 (b2) 

Definite and indefinite articles. The difference between 'a' and 'an'. 4. Form a question based on the final part of the sentence. Example: We don't have much ...
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advanced unit 3 (b2) 

Could I have a window seat, please? Of course, sir. 4. 4 ...... Sorry? 2. Excuse me, I didn't understand. 2. Would you repeat, please? 2. 2. I asked you for your ...
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ADVANCED UNIT 2 (B2) 

Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [3 exercises]. 1 a driver a teacher a passenger an artist a surfer ... Construction of the present conditional Regular superlatives. Text Transformation [1 .... This town is in Michigan. The Cadillac .
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